Because the world of aviation is sometimes complicated, we need professionals who make the world simple. And all this
in an environment where professionals work together as people - quite simply!

Are you a pilot in business aviation and do you offer your customers a special experience when you fly with them? Then
you are right, because we are looking for you as a

Freelance Captain m/f on Piaggio Avanti II/EVO in Europe
Use your sound know-how as a business aviation pilot as well as your talent as a service agent in the interest of the
customer and commit yourself to a smooth and structured flight schedule.

Specifically, this means you are dedicated to highest service standard and you love your job not only being a pilot but
also being the host for your passengers. You have a good feeling for costumer relationship; you are strait, well organised
and even friendly in stressful situation. As a Captain you own the ATPL with several thousand hours of total experience
on airplanes in business aviation and being in the business aviation environment quite a time. Different foreign languages
are appreciated. Adequate experiences in business aviation and professional pilot skills are self-evident.
A good ambience is very important to the team of our customer. The P180 has an excellent modern equipment including
paperless cockpit and a stand-up cabin. Main operational regions are Western Europe and the Mediterranean. The
aircrafts are well kept and equipped. We offer a free base concept, a performance based pay and an accelerated career
in a company having a continuous success since nearly 20 years.
The type rating will be paid by the company, due to a higher income. Roster will be 7/7 or 14/7. Proceedings will be paid
by the company if the employee can reach the hotspots relatively quickly (London, Paris, mediterranean area).
Furthermore you will be provided with a company uniform which has suit quality.
Our customer does not strive for grandeur, but for quality.
We expect you to be able to work with full responsibility in your field for the entire company.
Those who venture a lot also make mistakes. You can learn from mistakes – but we expect you not to make the same
mistake twice. Therefore, you must be able to accept criticism and see criticism as an incentive to do it better the next
time.
Our Customer expects economic thinking and a high cost awareness from each employee – because they want to invest
a maximum into the best service for their customers – and the rest should be earmarked for everybody as a good profit.
We expect you to think strategically and not stick to the existing – nowhere else do things change as quickly as in the
private aviation industry.
Success is never easy. That's why we need professionals. So that they can develop solutions which are understood in
business aviation. The company has thus become one of the largest operators of Avanti aircraft. And it has created a
place where you can work together with the highest standards and in a spirit of partnership. And last but not least, we
expect you to have a good sense of humour.... otherwise, you will simply not enjoy your job.
Just be you. Find your place and come to us on board, where your professional performance is rewarded. We look
forward to seeing you.

Please send your resume to:
bewerbung@aviationscreening.de
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